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What is tensor

Tensor is a multidimensional array.
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Matrix vs Tensor

Why do we need tensor / What can tensor do?

Matrix models relationship between two things; sometimes o
ur objects are more than two things and they are entangl
ed together.



Notations

The order of tensor is the number of dimensions/ways/modes.



Fibers and slices



Preliminaries
1. Outer product of N vectors

2. Such     is called rank one tensor



Preliminaries
1.Matricization: transfer tensor into matrix

Mode-n matricization of tensor        is donated by        and 
arranges the mode-n fibers to be columns of the resulting 
matrix.





Tensor Multiplication
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Tensor multiplication is very similar to that of matrix



Tensor Mode-n Multiplication





Tensor Mode-n Multiplication



Tensor Decomposition

CP

Tucker



CP Decomposition
CP decomposition: express a tensor as the sum of finite number of rank-one tensors.



Tensor Rank

rank(    ): the smallest number of rank-one tensors 
that generate 

Rank decomposition: exact CP 
decomposition with R = rank(X) components 
is called the rank decomposition



Compute CP

Rank decomposition is NP hard but unique.

Assuming the number of components is fixed, there are many 
algorithms to compute a CP decomposition, such as ALS.



CP Computing — ALS

• The ALS approach fixes B and C to solve for A, then fixes A and C to 
solve for B, then fixes A and B to solve for C, and continues to repeat 
the entire procedure until some convergence criterion is satisfied.



Tucker Decomposition

A, B and C are columnwise orthonormal (in most cases).



Tucker Computing

HOSVD method: The basic idea is to find those components that 
best capture the variation in mode n, independent of the other 
modes.



Tucker Computing



One CP Example
• Extract and detect meaningful discussions from Enron email

• term-author-month array
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Brett W. Bader et. al, Discussion Tracking in Enron Email Using PARAFAC



One Tucker Example
• Suppose we have a dataset. Each picture contains: people with 

different poses and expressions under different illuminations.

• Construct people-view-illumimation-expression-pixels tensor

• D  is 28 × 5 × 3 × 3 × 7943

M. Alex O. Vasilescu and Demetri Terzopoulos, Multilinear Analysis of Image Ensembles: TensorFaces (ECCV 02)



Supplemental Materials

M. Alex O. Vasilescu (http://alumni.media.mit.edu/~maov/rese
arch_index.html)


